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Abstract. Cancer cells can acquire resistance to targeted
therapeutic agents when the designated targets or their down‑
stream signaling molecules develop protein conformational or
activity changes. There is an increasing interest in developing
poly‑pharmacologic anticancer agents to target multiple
oncoproteins or signaling pathways in cancer cells. The
microRNA 125a‑5p (miR‑125a‑5p) is a tumor suppressor, and
its expression has frequently been downregulated in tumors.
By contrast, the anti‑apoptotic molecule BIRC5/SURVIVIN
is highly expressed in tumors but not in the differentiated
normal tissues. In the present study, the development of
a BIRC5 gene promoter‑driven, miR‑125a‑5p expressing,
poly‑L‑lysine‑conjugated magnetite iron poly‑pharmacologic
nanodrug (pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a) was reported. The cancer
cells self‑activating property and the anticancer effects of this
nanodrug were examined in both the multidrug efflux protein
ABCB1/MDR1‑expressing/‑non‑expressing cancer cells
in vitro and in vivo. It was demonstrated that pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a
decreased the expression of ERBB2/HER2, HDAC5, BIRC5,
and SP1, which are hot therapeutic targets for cancer in vitro.
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Notably, pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a also downregulated the expres‑
sion of TDO2 in the human KB cervical carcinoma cells.
PL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a decreased the viability of various
BIRC5‑expressing cancer cells, regardless of the tissue
origin or the expression of ABCB1, but not of the human
BIRC5‑non‑expressing HMEC‑1 endothelial cells. In vivo,
pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a exhibited potent antitumor growth
effects, but without inducing liver toxicity, in various zebrafish
human‑ABCB1‑expressing and ABCB1‑non‑expressing
tumor xenograft models. In conclusion, pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a
is an easy‑to‑prepare and a promising poly‑pharmacological
anticancer nanodrug that has the potential to manage
numerous malignancies, particularly for patients with
BIRC5/ABCB1‑related drug resistance after prolonged
chemotherapeutic treatments.
Introduction
Numerous targeted therapeutic agents have been developed
for cancer treatment in the past two decades. For example,
the anti‑Erb‑B2 receptor tyrosine kinase 2 (ERBB2/HER2)
monoclonal antibody Trastuzumab (Herceptin), is commonly
used nowadays for treating patients with ERBB2+ (HER2+)
breast tumor. On the other hand, the epidermal growth
factor receptor (EGFR) inhibitor Gefitinib (Iressa), is used
to manage patients with advanced non‑small cell lung
cancer, which is often EGFR+. Despite the early success
of various targeted therapeutics, drug resistance remains
a major problem in clinical practice. As cancer cells can
acquire resistance to targeted therapeutic agents when the
designated‑targets or their downstream signaling molecules
develop protein conformational or activity changes due to
gene mutations or amplifications, agents specificity targeting
a single molecule or pathway often fails particularly in
patients after prolonged treatment (1). This leads to the recent
interest in poly‑pharmacology, which refers to the design or
use of pharmacological agents that act on multiple targets or
disease pathways (2,3).
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The microRNA (miR)‑125a‑5p is a recently discovered
tumor suppressor. In clinical situations, low expression
levels of miR‑125a‑5p were associated with enhanced
malignant potential and poor prognosis in patients with
head and neck, gastric, and breast cancer (4‑6). At the
cellular level, ectopic overexpression of miR‑125a‑5p
inhibits the proliferation (or promotes apoptosis), migration,
invasion, and epithelial‑m esenchymal transition (EMT)
of breast, colorectal and lung cancer cells (7‑12). Ectopic
overexpression of miR‑125a‑5p also restores the sensitivity
to cisplatin in the cisplatin‑resistant cervical cancer cells
and counteracts EGF‑induced cell proliferation and inva‑
sion in cervical cancer cells (13,14). At the molecular level,
miR‑125a‑5p negatively regulates the expression of ERBB2,
baculoviral IAP repeat containing 5 (BIRC5/SURVIVIN),
Sp1 transcription factor (SP1), LIM kinase 1 (LIMK1), and
polypeptide N‑acetylgalactosaminyltransferase 7 (GALNT7)
in cells, in which upregulation of these molecules is known
to promote tumorigenesis, tumor metastasis and drug
resistance (4,6,14‑18).
BIRC5 is a member of the inhibitor of apoptosis proteins
(IAPs) family known for its inhibitory effects on caspase
activity. Physiologically, BIRC5 plays an important role in
brain development during embryogenesis (19). Unlike other
IAPs, BIRC5 is highly expressed in different tumor types
(Fig. S1A) but its expression remains low/undetectable in
the differentiated normal and undamaged tissues (20‑24).
BIRC5 is also highly expressed in cancer stem cells (25,26).
Clinically, high expression levels of BIRC5 is associated with
poor prognosis in patients with cancer (Fig. S1B) (26,27). As
upregulation of BIRC5 promotes tumorigenesis and tumor
drug resistance, various efforts have been made in the develop‑
ment of the BIRC5‑targeting anticancer therapies, including
targeted therapy and vaccination (28‑35). However, none of
these BIRC5‑targeting therapies has yet been approved by
FDA for clinical application, mainly due to the lack of efficacy
during clinical trials.
Polymeric gene delivery systems offer increased amounts
of plasmid DNA uptake and the possibility of controlling the
rate and conditions of release of plasmid DNA after admin‑
istration. Plasmid DNA complexed with poly‑L‑lysine can
be protected against digestion by nucleases present in the
physiological environment (36). It was previously revealed
that liposomal transfection of a BIRC5 promoter‑driven
antisense BIRC5‑expressing plasmid DNA (pSur/AS‑Sur)
induces apoptosis in BIRC5‑expressing (BIRC5+) cancer
cells but not in the BIRC5 non‑expressing (BIRC5‑) human
umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVEC) in vitro (37). In the
present study, the multi‑molecules/pathways‑targeting BIRC5
promoter‑driven miR‑125a‑5p expressing plasmid DNA
(pSur‑125a) loaded nanoparticles was created, in which the
biodegradable and biocompatible poly‑L‑lysine polymer was
used to encapsulate pSur‑125a. The feasibility of using these
nanoparticles to suppress the expression of various known
miR‑125a‑5p‑targeting cancer‑related molecules such as
ERBB2, SP1 and BIRC5 in BIRC5+ cancer cells was demon‑
strated. It was found that overexpression of miR‑125a‑5p
downregulates the cellular expression of histone deacetylase 5
(HDAC5) and tryptophan 2,3‑dioxygenase (TDO2), which
is an enzyme that facilitates the production of kynurenine

and the related induction of immunosuppression in tumors.
Overexpression of ATP Binding Cassette Subfamily B
Member 1 (ABCB1/MDR1/P‑gp) induces multidrug resistance
in cancer cells. In the present study, it was also demonstrated
that the anticancer efficacy and the molecular effects of these
nanoparticles are not affected by the expression of ABCB1 in
cancer cells in vitro and in vivo.
Materials and methods
Cell lines and cell culture conditions. Human KB
(cervical carcinoma), MCF7 (breast adenocarcinoma), and
MDA‑MB‑231 (breast adenocarcinoma) cells were origi‑
nally obtained from the American Type Culture Collection.
Human KB cells were cultured in RPMI‑1640 medium
(cat. no. 31800‑022; Gibco; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.)
containing 5% fetal bovine serum (FBS) (cat. no. 04‑001‑1A;
Biological Industries) and penicillin/streptomycin/glutamine
(PSG). The human NTUB1 and the NTUB1‑derived
ABCB1‑expressing NTU0.017 bladder carcinoma cells
were kindly provided by Dr Jang‑Yang Chang of Institute of
Biotechnology and Pharmaceutical Research, National Health
Research Institutes, Miaoli, Taiwan (38). Human NTUB1 and
MDA‑MB‑231 cells were cultured in RPMI‑1640 medium
containing 10% FBS and PSG. The KB‑ and NTUB1‑derived
ABCB1‑expressing, multidrug resistant KB‑TAX50 and
NTU0.017 cells were generated by the paclitaxel‑driven
selection and cultured in medium containing 50 and 17 nM
paclitaxel, respectively, as previously described (37,39‑41).
Human MCF7 cells were cultured in α‑MEM containing
5% FBS, PSG, and insulin‑transferring‑selenium supplement
(ITS) (cat. no. 11074547001; Diagnostics). MCF7‑TamC3
cells were created by prolonged culture of MCF7 cells under
estrogen‑depleted conditions. The cellular and molecular
phenotypes of the MCF7‑dervided estrogen‑independent
and tamoxifen‑resistant MCF7‑TamC3 breast cancer cells
have already been characterized in previous studies (15,42).
MCF7‑TamC3 cells were cultured in phenol‑red‑free RPMI
containing 5% charcoal‑stripped FBS, PSG and ITS. The
human HMEC‑1 dermal microvascular endothelial cells were
kindly provided by Dr Ben‑Kuen Chen of the Department of
Pharmacology of National Cheng Kung University, Taiwan.
All cells were cultured at 37˚C in a humidified incubator
containing 5% CO2 and were revealed to be mycoplasma free.
The use of the aforementioned human cell lines in the present
study was approved by the review board of Ministry of Science
and Technology (Taiwan) and the biosafety committee of
National Cheng Kung University (Taiwan).
Construction of the BIRC5 promoter driven miR‑125a‑5p
expressing plasmid DNA. PCR was used to amplify the
miR‑125a‑5p fragment and to insert the BspHI and EcoRI
endonuclease restriction site on the 5' and 3' end of the
PCR products (i.e. the newly synthesized miR‑125a‑5p
fragments), respectively, with the use of the plasmid DNA
pLV‑[hsa‑mir‑125a] (cat. no. p087; BioSettia, Inc.) as template.
The PCR cycle was carried out as follows: 98˚C for 30 sec,
followed up by 30 cycles of 98˚C for 10 sec, 64.5˚C for 30 sec,
72˚C for 30 sec and then 72˚C for 10 min using the following
set of primers: forward, [designed to bind on the hsa‑miR‑125a
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precursor sequence (miRNA accession no. MI0000469)
carried by the plasmid DNA pLV‑(hsa‑mir‑125a)] 5'‑AATCAT
GATCGAG GATCCTCGT TT‑3' and reverse, 5'‑AAGA AT
TCGGTCAGGTTTCAGTTG‑3'. The BspHI and EcoRI enzy‑
matic sites are underlined. The PCR product was incubated
with the restriction endonuclease BspHI and EcoRI to generate
sticky ends. The destination vector pSur was created by incu‑
bating the plasmid DNA pDRIVE‑hSurvivin (a vector that
harbors a BIRC5/survivin gene promoter and a luciferase gene)
(cat. no. pdrive‑hsurvivin; InvivoGen) with BspHI and EcoRI
for the removal of the luciferase gene. Then, the digested PCR
product was ligated onto the linearized pSur in a molar ratio
of 1:3. Successful ligation of the PCR product onto pSur (i.e.
the creation of pSur‑125a) was validated by DNA sequencing.
The plasmid DNA pSur‑125a was transformed into the DH5α
E. coli cells for long term storage.
In vitro cell viability analysis. Cells (5,040 cells/well) were
seeded onto each well of 96‑well plates overnight before
being transfected with the plasmid DNA for 48 h or treated
with the nanoparticles for 96 h. After treatment, 200 µl of
3‑(4,5‑dimethylthiazol‑2‑yl)‑2,5‑diphenyltetrazolium bromide
(MTT) solution (cat. no. 0793; diluted in phenol‑red free RPMI
in a ratio of 1:10; Amresco, LLC) was added to each well and
incubated at 37˚C for 4 h. Then, 100 µl MTT lysis buffer
containing 500 ml/l dimethylformamide and 100 g/l sodium
dodecyl sulfate, was added to each well and incubated for 16 h.
Cell viability was quantified by measuring the absorbance of
the solution at 570 nm using a SpectraMax® M5 microplate
reader (Molecular Devices, LLC). The percentage of viable
cells for each treatment group was calculated by adjusting the
control group to 100%. Samples were assayed in duplicate and
the experiments were repeated at least three times.
Wound healing (cell migration) assay. Cells (2.2x104) were
seeded onto each well of the culture inserts (Ibidi GmbH)
for 24 h. Cell‑free gaps (500 mm) were created after
removing the culture inserts. Cells were treated with either
pL‑MNP‑pSur‑Emp or 0.5 x IC 50 pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a.
Images of the wound areas were captured by using an invert
light microscope (CKX53; Olympus Corporation) after 9 h
(NTU0.017 cells) or 12 h (NTUB1 cells). The average width
of the wound was measured and analyzed using ImageJ 1.52a
software (National Institutes of Health) to calculate the cell
migration.
Transwell invasion (cell invasion) assay. The upper chambers
of the Transwell plates with 8‑µm pore size were coated with
20% Matrigel at 37˚C for 1 h (BD Medical Technology). Cells
(5x105) were seeded onto the upper chamber of the Transwell
(cat. no. 353182; Falcon; Corning Life Sciences) in serum‑free
culture medium containing indicated concentration of
pL‑MNP‑pSur‑Emp and pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a. Cell culture
medium was added to the lower chamber containing the same
concentration of pL‑MNP‑pSur‑Emp and pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a
as upper chamber. At 20 h post‑treatment, cells attached on
the revere side of the PET membrane were fixed with 4%
paraformaldehyde solution at room temperature for 15 min
and subsequently stained with 0.2% crystal violet solution at
room temperature for 10 min. Images were captured by using
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an invert microscope (OLYMPUS CKX53). The crystal violet
was dissolved with 33% acetic acid, and the absorbance was
measured (570 nm). The related invasion ability was calculated
by comparing the absorbance intensity.
MicroRNA (miR‑125a‑5p) and BIRC5 mRNA expression
analysis. Total RNAs were extracted using TRIzol® reagent
(cat. no. 15596‑026; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.). To detect
the expression level of miR‑12a‑5p in cells, complementary
DNA (cDNA) was synthesized from the extracted RNA using
TaqMan™ microRNA‑specific primers, following protocol as
described in the TaqMan® MicroRNA Reverse transcription kit
(cat. no. 4427975; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.). A TaqMan
reverse transcription‑quantitative PCR (RT‑qPCR)‑based
microRNA assay (ID 002198‑hsa‑miR‑125a‑5p; ID 001093‑
RNU6B) was used to determine the expression of miR‑125a‑5p
in cells. The target fragment was amplified according to the
following protocol: preheating at 95˚C for 10 min, 40 cycles
at 95˚C for 15 sec and 60˚C for 1 min. The miRNA expres‑
sion level was normalized with RNU6B, which was broadly
used as the endogenous reference microRNA in different
miRNA quantification studies. To detect the expression level
of BIRC5 mRNA, total RNA was extracted using TRIzol®
reagent and complementary DNA was synthesized from RNA
using the RevertAid H Minus first strand cDNA synthesis kit
(cat. no. K1631; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.). The relative
expression levels of BIRC5 and ACTA1 mRNA were deter‑
mined by qPCR using primers as previously described (15).
The specific primers with the following sequences were used
in the present study: human BIRC5 forward, 5'‑CTGCCTGGC
AGCCCTTT‑3' and reverse, 5'‑CCTCCAAGAAGGGCCAGT
TC‑3'; human ACTA1 forward, 5'‑GGCGGCACCACCATG
TACCCT‑3' and reverse, 5'‑AGGG GCCGGACTCGTCAT
ACT‑3'. The target genes were quantified using the comparative
threshold cycle (Ct) values 2‑ΔΔCq method (43) (ΔCq=Cq Target
gene‑CtRNU6B, ΔΔCq= ΔCq Treatment‑ΔCq Control).
Experiments were repeated thrice.
Western blot analysis. Cells were lysed using CelLytic™
M cell lysis reagent (cat. no. C2978; Sigma‑Aldrich; Merck
KGaA) containing 1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride,
1 mM sodium fluoride and cocktail protease inhibitor cock‑
tail (cat. no. 05892791001; Roche Diagnostics). The protein
concentration was measured by the bicinchoninic acid (BCA)
protein assay kit. Equal amounts of protein (30 µg) were
subjected to sodium dodecyl‑sulfate polyacrylamide gel elec‑
trophoresis (SDS‑PAGE) on a 6, 10 or 12% acrylamide gel. The
resolved proteins were transferred onto a PVDF membrane
(cat. no. IPVH00010; Merck KGaA) and incubated with a
blocking buffer TBST (5% non‑fat dried milk in Tris‑buffered
saline with Tween‑20 (cat. no. 9480; Calbiochem; Merck
KGaA) for 1 h at room temperature before an overnight
incubation at 4˚C with the following primary antibodies:
anti‑cleaved CASP3 antibody (1:1,000; cat. no. 9664; Cell
Signaling Technology, Inc.), anti‑ERBB2 antibody (1:1,000;
cat. no. UM570036; UltraMAB), anti‑BIRC5 (Survivin) anti‑
body (1:700; cat. no. AF886; R&D Systems, Inc.), anti‑CDH1
(1:1,000; cat. no. 24E10; Cell Signaling Technology, Inc.),
anti‑HDAC5 antibody (1:1,000; cat. no. 161661‑AP; ProteinTech
Group, Inc.), anti‑TDO2 (1:500; cat. no. GTX114831;
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GeneTex, Inc.) anti‑PARP antibody (1:1,000; cat. no. 9532;
Cell Signaling Technology, Inc.), and anti‑ACTA1 antibody
(1:20,000; cat. no. MAB1501; Merck Millipore). The PVDF
membrane was then washed thrice with TBS containing 0.1%
Tween‑20 before incubation for 1 h at room temperature with
horseradish peroxidase‑conjugated goat anti‑rabbit antibodies
(1:10,000; cat. no. AP132P; MilliporeSigma), mouse (1:10,000;
cat. no. AP124P) or goat (1:10,000; cat. no. AP106P; both from
MilliporeSigma) immunoglobulin G. Immunoreactive proteins
were visualized using western blot enhanced chemilumines‑
cence reagents (cat. no. WBKLS05000; Merck Millipore) and
protein signals were detected by luminescence readers (FUJI
LAS‑100). The intensity of protein bands was determined by
using the ImageJ 1.52a software (National Institutes of Health).
Experiments were repeated at least three times.
Preparation of NH2‑Fe3O4 magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs).
First, 1 M ferric chloride hexahydrate (FeCl3·6H2O) and 2 M
ferrous chloride tetrahydrate (FeCl2·4H2O) were prepared by
dissolving iron salts in 2 M hydrochloric acid (HCl) solution.
Next, 4 ml of 1 M FeCl3 solution and 1 ml 2 M FeCl2 solution
were mixed, and 1 ml of organic acid aqueous solution (0.5 g
glycine dissolved in 1 ml deionized water) was then added to
prepare the mixture solution. After vigorous stirring of the
mixture solution, 5 M sodium hydroxide (NaOH) solution
was then added drop by drop until the solution turned black.
The solution was vigorously stirred again for 15 min at room
temperature. Using a permanent magnet, the precipitated
magnetic powder was fractionated, and the solution was subse‑
quently discarded. Deionized water was then added to wash
the precipitates thrice to remove excess salt. Subsequently, 3 g
glycine, which was dissolved in 50 ml HCl, was added to the
washed precipitates. The mixture solution was stirred for 5 min
and then sonicated for 30 min. After adding deionized water
and acetone in a volume ratio of Mixture solution: Deionized
water: Acetone=5:2:3, the solution was centrifuged at 6,200 g
for 10 min to discard the supernatant. Next, the following
steps were repeated twice to remove excess organic acid in the
suspension: 7 ml deionized water was added to dissolve and
wash the precipitates, 3 ml acetone was added, and the mixture
solution was centrifuged at 6,200 g for 10 min. In the end,
NH2‑Fe3O4 MNPs were produced after the precipitates were
dispersed in deionized water. An inductively coupled plasma
analysis of the Fe ion concentration for the NH2‑Fe3O4 MNPs
was measured by a spectro analyzer (Jobin‑Yvon JY138).
Preparation of the plasmid DNA loaded poly‑L‑lysine‑
conjugated MNPs (pL‑MNPs). The poly‑L‑lysine‑conjugated
MNPs (pL‑MNPs) were prepared by mixing 5 ml of 0.1%
(w/v) low molecular weight poly‑L‑lysine (MW 1,000 to
5,000; cat. no. P0879; Sigma‑Aldrich; Merck KGaA) with
0.1 ml of 0.1 mM MNPs. After the mixture solution was
stirred for 30 min at room temperature and centrifuged at
17,000 g for 10 min, the precipitates were isolated by removing
the supernatant. The precipitates were then washed twice with
deionized water. Finally, the precipitates (pL‑MNPs) were
dispersed and stored in deionized water. A total of 500 ng/µl
of plasmid DNA (in aqueous solution) were incubated with
0.22 µM pL‑MNPs. Next, deionized water and rhodamine 6G
(R6G; final concentration, 10 µM) were added to the plasmid

DNA solution to achieve the final volume depending on
the concentration of nanoparticles in the experiments. The
volume ratio of 500 ng/µl of plasmid DNA:0.22 µM pL‑MNP:
deionized water=2:1:7. All samples were gently stirred at room
temperature for at least 30 min before stirring at 4˚C for 16 h.
Characterizations of the plasmid DNA‑loaded pL‑MNPs.
Dynamic light scattering (DLS) was used to measure the size
of plasmid DNA‑loaded pL‑MNPs, by Zetasizer Nano ZS90
(Malvern Instruments, Inc.). The zeta potential of pL‑MNPs
were determined by ELSZ‑2000 (Otsuka Electronics Co., Ltd.).
The surface morphology, shape and size of nanoparticles were
measured by the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) at an
accelerating voltage of 10 kV at a working distance of 9 mm.
Samples prepared for SEM were firstly dropped on the cooper
coin and collected after the solvent was evaporated at room
temperature. Subsequently, samples were coated with gold for
the sputter coating. Liquid transmission electron microscopy
(liquid‑TEM) was used for the in situ TEM image inspection
for analyzing the structural and chemical properties, including
size, structure and elements of plasmid DNA‑loaded pL‑MNPs.
In the present study, the liquid‑TEM was operated under the
acceleration voltage of 200 kV (A JEOL JEM 2100 TEM).
DNase I protection assay. pSur‑125a and PL‑MNP‑ pSur‑125a
were incubated with DNase I at 37˚C for 15, 30 min, 1 and
2 h in a final volume of 10 µl. The digestions were halted by
incubating at 75˚C for 10 min. The integrity of plasmid DNA
was assessed by gel electrophoresis (0.8% agarose gel, 100 V),
which was stained with the HealthviewTM nucleic acid stain
(cat. no. GN‑NAS‑100; Genomic).
In vitro plasmid DNA release assay. In vitro release of
plasmid DNA from the plasmid DNA‑loaded nanoparticle
was performed in phosphate buffer saline (PBS) with different
pH values (pH=7.4, 6, 5 and 4). 15 µg pL‑MNP‑pSur‑Emp
were incubated in 1 ml PBS with different pH value for
various durations (1, 3, 6, 9, 12 and 24 h). After incubation,
pL‑MNP‑pSur‑Emp was stratified from the solution by using
a magnet and the supernatant was collected to a new tube. The
concentration of the plasmid DNA pSur‑Emp in the superna‑
tant was determined using spectrophotometry (MaestroGen,
Inc.), and the total amount of the plasmid DNA presence
was calculated using the following equation: Amount of
plasmid DNA releasing (µg)=concentration of plasmid DNA
(µg/µl) x 1,000 µl. The release percentage of plasmid DNA
was determined using the following equation:

In vivo drug potency evaluation. The animal protocol was
approved (approval no. 109273) by the Institutional Animal
Care and Use Committee (IACUC) of National Cheng Kung
University (Tainan, Taiwan). Wild type zebrafish (Danio rerio,
strain: AB) embryos were purchased from the Laboratory
Animal Center, College of Medicine, National Cheng Kung
University. Human KB, KB‑TAX50 and MDA‑MB‑231 cancer
cells were labeled with PKH67 to track tumor growth in vivo.
Zebrafish embryos were anesthetized with 0.01% tricaine 48 h
post‑fertilization (hpf) and subsequently transplanted with
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cancer cells. Total of 500 cancer cells were transplanted into
the yolk sac of zebrafish embryos. A total of 1 h after cells trans‑
plantation, saline (negative control, N=24), pL‑MNP‑pSur‑Emp
(negative control, N=24), or pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a (N=24) were
microinjected into yolk sac of zebrafish embryos. The saline or
nanoparticles‑treated zebrafish embryos were kept at 35˚C for
48 h. Tumor size was measured from images captured using
fluorescence microscopy every 12 h post‑treatment.
In vivo hepatotoxicity analysis. Zebrafish hepatotoxicity
analysis was performed by the Taiwan zebrafish core facility
of National Health Research Institute (NHRI). Briefly,
48 hpf transgenic zebrafish (fabp10a:mCherry) embryos
were treated (i.e. microinjected) with saline (N=24), or the
indicated concentrations of pL‑MNP‑pSur‑Emp (N=24)
and pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a (N=24) for 48 h. The size of liver
was measured from images captured using fluorescence
microscopy.
Statistical analysis. Each experiment was performed at least
three times. Data are presented as the mean ± standard error
of the mean. A two‑tailed unpaired Student's t‑test was used
for comparisons between two groups. One‑way ANOVA with
Tukey's post hoc test were used for multi‑group comparisons.
All statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism
version 8 (GraphPad Software, Inc.). P<0.05 was considered to
indicate a statistically significant difference.
Results
Transfection of pSur‑125a decreases the viability of various
BIRC5‑expressing cancer cells. A BIRC5 gene promoter
driven miR‑125a‑5p expressing, multiple oncoproteins down‑
regulating, plasmid DNA (i.e. pSur‑125a) was constructed.
To confirm if pSur‑125a functions as designed (Fig. 1A), the
expression level of miR‑125a‑5p was examined in BIRC5+
cancer cells with or without liposomal delivery (i.e. transfec‑
tion) of pSur‑125a in vitro. The human KB and the KB‑derived
ABCB1‑expressing, multidrug‑resistant, KB‑TAX50 cervical
cancer cells (Fig. S2A) are known to express BIRC5
protein (37,39,44). Results of the qPCR analysis showed that
transfection of pSur‑125a significantly increased the amount
of miR‑125a‑5p presence in both KB and KB‑TAX50 cells
compared with those transfected with pSur‑Emp (i.e. the
control plasmid DNA‑BIRC5 promoter containing, but without
the miR‑125a‑5p insert) (Fig. 1B). YM155 is a small molecule
BIRC5 inhibitor that suppresses BIRC5 protein expression at
the transcriptional level through direct interactions with the
BIRC5 promoter region (45). In the present study, co‑treatment
with YM155 at a sub‑lethal concentration (0.25 x IC50 of
cell viability) partially attenuated the expression effects of
pSur‑125a on miR‑125a‑5p in KB cells, confirming that the
increased expression of miR‑125a‑5p was at least in part driven
by the BIRC5 promoter region located on pSur‑125a (Fig. 1C).
As revealed in Fig. 1D, transfection of pSur‑125a decreased
the expression of various known miR‑125a‑5p‑targeting onco‑
proteins including ERBB2 and BIRC5 in KB and KB‑TAX50
cancer cells. Transfection of pSur‑125a also induced the
protein cleavage of CASP3/caspase‑3 and Poly (ADP‑ribose)
polymerase (PARP), which are markers for apoptosis,
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confirming the pro‑apoptotic property of pSur‑125a in BIRC5+
cancer cells (Fig. 1D). It was previously demonstrated that
HDAC5 downregulation increases miR‑125a‑5p expression
in the human estrogen receptor‑positive (ER+) MCF7 and
the ER+ MCF7‑dervied estrogen‑independent, tamoxifen
resistant, MCF7‑TamC3 breast cancer cells (15). Results of
the western blot analysis showed that ectopic overexpression
of miR‑125a‑5p decreased the expression of HDAC5 not only
in KB and KB‑TAX50, but also in MCF7, MCF7‑TamC3 and
MDA‑MB‑231 (triple‑negative breast) cancer cells examined
in the present study (Fig. 1E). These finding suggested that
HDAC5 is a possible downstream affecting molecule of
miR‑125a‑5p and a negative feedback loop possibly exists
between HDAC5 and miR‑125a‑5p.
The viability of a panel of BIRC5+ cancer cells transfected
with or without pSur‑125a was examined (37,39,46). Results of
the cell viability analysis revealed that transfection of pSur‑125a
significantly decreased the viability of KB, KB‑TAX50,
MCF7, MCF7‑TamC3, MDA‑MB‑231, NTUB1 (bladder),
and NTU0.017 (NTUB1‑derived ABCB1‑expressing)
(Fig. S2A and B) cancer cells by 40‑60% (Fig. 1F). In addition,
the levels of effect of pSur‑125a transfection on miR‑125a‑5p
expression appear to be associated with the endogenous BIRC5
gene transcription levels (by using amounts of BIRC5 mRNA
transcripts presence as an indicator) in the examined NTUB1,
NTU0.017, and MDA‑MB‑231 cells (Fig. S2B and C). By
contrast, transfection of pSur‑125a did not affect the viability
of the BIRC5‑non‑expressing (or only expressing at a relatively
low level) human dermal microvascular endothelial HMEC‑1
cells (Figs. S2D and 1F) and this result was unlikely caused by
the limited transfection efficiency as bright green fluorescence
signal could still be observed in HMEC‑1 cells transfected
with pCMV6‑AC‑GFP using the same plasmid DNA‑liposome
formulation (Fig. S2E).
Physicochemical characterizations of the pSur‑125a‑loaded
poly‑L‑lysine‑modified magnetic iron oxide nanoparticles
(pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a). To increase the feasibility of utilizing
pSur‑125a as a therapeutic agent, the pSur‑125a‑loaded
poly‑L‑lysine‑modified magnetic iron oxide nanopar‑
ticles (pL‑MNPs) (i.e. pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a) was developed.
SEM images demonstrated that the pSur‑Emp‑ and the
pSur‑125a‑loaded nanoparticles (i.e. pL‑MNP‑pSur‑Emp
and pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a) were mostly in round shape
under dehydrated conditions (Fig. 2A). The mean particle
size of the nanoparticles pL‑MNP (plasmid DNA‑free),
pL‑MNP‑pSur‑Emp and pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a was ~289.1±9.5,
332.9±25.7 and 327.1±27.0 nm, respectively, as determined
by the DLS analysis (Table I). The mean zeta (ζ) potential of
pL‑MNP, pL‑MNP‑pSur‑Emp, and pLMNP‑pSur‑125a was
+23.4±3.0, ‑45.0±4.3, and ‑39.8±3.4 mV, respectively (Table I).
The chemical composition of pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a was deter‑
mined by liquid TEM together with the energy dispersive
X‑ray spectroscopy (EDS) analysis. Images obtained by
liquid TEM and results of the EDS analysis mapping together
showed overlapping between the P element (representing the
phosphate group of the DNA backbone) and the Fe element
(representing the iron core of the nanoparticles), indicating
successful loading of pSur‑125a into the nanoparticles
under the optimized conditions (Fig. 2B). The encapsulation
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Figure 1. Transfection of pSur‑125a downregulates the expression of various miR‑125a‑5p downstream targets and decreases the viability of both
ABCB1‑expressing/non‑expressing cancer cells. (A) Schematic diagram showing the vector map of pSur‑125a. (B) KB and KB‑TAX50 cells were transfected
with pSur‑Emp or pSur‑125a for 48 h. The relative amount of miR‑125a‑5p transcripts present in cells was determined by qPCR. (C) KB cells were transfected
with pSur‑Emp, pSur‑125a, or pSur‑125a co‑treated with 2.55 nM YM155 for 48 h. The relative amount of miR‑125a‑5p transcripts present in cells was deter‑
mined by qPCR. (D and E) Cancer cells were transfected with pSur‑Emp or pSur‑125a for 48 h. Expression of different proteins was determined by western
blotting. ACTA1 was used as an internal control. (F) Cancer cells were transfected with pSur‑Emp or pSur‑125a for 48 h and the cell viability was determined
using the MTT assay. *P<0.05, **P<0.01 and ***P<0.001. miR, microRNA; qPCR, quantitative PCR; N.S., no significance.
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Figure 2. Physical and chemical characterizations of pL‑MNP‑pSur‑Emp and pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a. (A) The shape and surface morphology of pL‑MNP,
pL‑MNP‑pSur‑Emp, and pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a were determined by SEM. Scale bars: 1 µm. (B) Liquid TEM of pL‑MNP and pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a and the
corresponding EDS element mapping images showed the element compositions of pL‑MNP and pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a (Red: phosphate; Green: iron). Scale
bars: 100 nm. (C) Unencapsulated plasmid DNA pSur‑125a and the nanoparticle pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a were incubated with or without DNase I for various
durations. The integrity of DNA was examined by the DNase I protection assay. (D) pL‑MNP‑pSur‑Emp and pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a were incubated in PBS
with different pH value for indicated durations. Total amount of plasmid DNA released was measured with spectrophotometry. (E) KB cells were treated
with pL‑MNP‑pCMV6‑AC‑GFP for 72 h. The uptake of pL‑MNP‑pCMV6‑AC‑GFP (red) and the expression of GFP (green) were visualized by fluorescence
microscopy. Nucleus were counter‑stained blue by DAPI. (F) KB cells were treated with pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a for 72 h. The uptake of pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a (red)
was visualized by fluorescence microscopy. Nucleus were counterstained blue by DAPI. The relative amount of miR‑125a‑5p transcripts present in cells was
determined by quantitative PCR. *P<0.05. SEM, scanning electron microscopy; TEM, transmission electron microscopy; miR, microRNA.

efficiency of pL‑MNP‑pSur‑Emp and pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a was
42.6±3.2 and 45.8±2.8%, respectively. The loading capacity

of pL‑MNP‑pSur‑Emp and pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a was 59.6±4.5
and 64.1±3.9% (Table I).
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Table I. Physicochemical properties of different nanoparticles.
Nanoparticles

pL‑MNP

pL‑MNP‑pSur‑Emp

pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a

Carried plasmid DNA
Zeta potential (mV)
Size (nm)
Encapsulation efficiency (%)
Loading capacity (%)

None
+23.4±3.0
289.1±9.5
N/A
N/A

pSur‑Emp
‑45.0±4.3
332.9±25.7
42.6±3.2
59.6±4.5

pSur‑125a
‑39.8±3.4
327.1±27.0
45.8±2.8
64.1±3.9

Circulating DNA and RNA are susceptible to degradation
by nucleases in the body. As revealed in Fig. 2C, the DNase
I protection assay results demonstrated that the plasmid DNA
pSur‑125a, which is encapsulated in our formulated pL‑MNPs,
remained intact in the presence of DNase I for up to 2 h
incubation. By contrast, the naked plasmid DNA pSur‑125a
was completely digested by the same amount of DNase I within
15 min of incubation, suggesting that pL‑MNPs could protect the
encapsulated pSur‑125a from nuclease digestion (Fig. 2C). The
plasmid DNA pSur‑125a needs to be released from the nanopar‑
ticles pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a within the targeted cancer cells before
turning on its miR‑125a‑5p‑expressing function. The in vitro
plasmid DNA release assay showed that ~50‑65% of the loaded
plasmid DNAs (i.e. pSur‑Emp and pSur‑125a) were released in
the medium at pH 4‑5 (Fig. 2D). By contrast, only ~5‑10% of the
loaded plasmid DNAs were released in the medium at pH 6‑7.4,
suggesting the release of the plasmid DNAs is pH sensitive,
and the loaded plasmid DNAs are likely to be released in the
endo/lysosomal compartments of cells (Fig. 2D) (47). The plasmid
DNA pCMV6‑AC‑GFP (a GFP‑expressing construct) and
R6G‑containing nanoparticles (i.e. pL‑MNP‑pCMV6‑AC‑GFP)
were created to confirm if the nanoparticles could penetrate and
release the loaded plasmid DNAs in cells. These nanoparticles
were synthesized using the same formulation and under the
same conditions as for the production of pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a.
Incorporating R6G in pL‑MNP‑pCMV6‑AC‑GFP enabled
the tracing of these nanoparticles during the transfection
process. To prevent the leaching of R6G from nanoparticles,
R6G‑isocyanate was covalently bonded to the amino groups of
pL‑MNP. Microscopic images demonstrated that most KB cells
treated with pL‑MNP‑pCMV6‑AC‑GFP emitted both the red
(i.e. R6G) and green (i.e. GFP) fluorescent signals, indicating
that pL‑MNP‑pCMV6‑AC‑GFP nanoparticles are capable of
penetrating the cells and releasing the loaded pCMV6‑AC‑GFP
for ectopic expression of GFP (Fig. 2E). Similarly, fluorescence
microscopy results revealed successful binding/penetration of
pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a on/into KB cells (Fig. 2F). Of note, results
of the qPCR analysis showed that the amount of the miR‑125a‑5p
transcripts present in the pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a treated cells was
significantly increased as compared with cells treated with the
control nanoparticles pL‑MNP‑pSur‑Emp, confirming that
the plasmid DNA pSur‑125a was successfully released by the
nanoparticles and was also activated to express miR‑125a‑5p in
the treated cells (Fig. 2F).
pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a exhibits the designated molecular
and cellular functions in BIRC5‑expressing cancer cells.
At the molecular level and similar to the results of cells

transfected with the plasmid DNA pSur‑125a, KB cells treated
with pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a also showed decreased protein
expression levels of BIRC5, ERBB2, and HDAC5 (Fig. 3A).
PL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a also decreased the protein expression of
HDAC5 in KB‑TAX50 cells, confirming that HDAC5 is a
downstream target of miR‑125a‑5p (Fig. S3A). By contrast,
pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a increased the expression of CDH1/
E‑cadherin in KB cells, suggesting that the reduced expression
of BIRC5, ERBB2 and HDAC5 protein was unlikely caused by
the general reduction in the rate of protein synthesis in cells
undergoing apoptosis and cell death (Fig. 3A). It was previously
demonstrated that ectopic overexpression of miR‑125a‑5p
decreases the expression of SP1, a transcription factor that
is known to promote tumorigenesis upon upregulation in
human SK‑BR‑3, MCF7, and MCF7‑TamC3 breast cancer
cells (15). In the present study, pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a decreased
the expression of SP1 in KB cells, further confirming
the poly‑pharmacological effects (on various known
miR‑125a‑5p‑affecting molecules) of the nanodrug (Fig. 3A).
Upregulation of tryptophan 2,3‑dioxygenase (TDO2)
promotes cancer immune evasion, and recently, TDO2 has
been a hot therapeutic target for cancer (48,49). Intriguingly,
it was found that pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a decreased the expres‑
sion of TDO2 in KB but not in other examined cancer cells
(Fig. S3B). To confirm if the downregulation of TDO2 was
caused by miR‑125a‑5p overexpression, and not by the
chemicals used for the nanoparticle production, cells were
transfected with or without the plasmid DNA pSur‑125a using
liposomal reagents and the expression of TDO2 was examined.
Similar to cells treated with pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a, transfection
of pSur‑125a also decreased the expression of TDO2 in KB
cells (Fig. S3B). Collectively, these results suggested that
miR‑125a‑5p differentially regulates TDO2 expression in
different cancer cells.
The cellular effects of pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a were exam‑
ined in both the BIRC5‑expressing KB, KB‑TAX50, NTUB1,
NTU0.017 cancer cells and the BIRC5‑non‑expressing
(or expressing at a relatively low level) HMEC‑1 cells (50).
In the present study, the cell viability assay results showed
that pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a, but not pL‑MNP‑pSur‑Emp,
decreased the viability of KB, KB‑TAX50, NTUB1 and
NTU0.017 cells in a concentration‑dependent manner
(Fig. 3B). Importantly, pL‑MNP‑125a‑5p is equally potent
in inhibiting the growth of the multidrug resistance protein
ABCB1 expressing (i.e. KB‑TAX50 and NTU0.017) and
their parental ABCB1 non‑expressing (i.e. KB and NTUB1)
cancer cells (Table II). Besides KB, NTUB1, and their
derived ABCB1‑expressing sublines, pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a
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Figure 3. pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a is potent in targeting both ABCB1‑expressing/non‑expressing cancer cells. (A) KB cells were treated with either
pL‑MNP‑pSur‑Emp or pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a for 48 h. Expression of different proteins was determined by western blotting. ACTA1 was used as an internal
control. (B) KB, KB‑TAX50, NTUB1 and NTU0.017cells were treated with either pL‑MNP‑pSur‑Emp or pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a for 96 h and the cell viability
was determined using the MTT assay. (C) HMEC‑1 cells were treated with either 8 ng/µl pL‑MNP‑pSur‑Emp or pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a for 24 h (top and middle
panels). Uptake of nanoparticles (Red) were visualized by fluorescence and confocal microscopy. Nucleus were counterstained blue by DAPI. HMEC‑1 cells
were treated with indicated concentrations of pL‑MNP‑pSur‑Emp and pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a for 96 h (bottom left panel). Cell viability was determined using
the MTT assay. The relative amount of miR‑125a‑5p transcripts present in cells was determined by quantitative PCR (bottom right panel). *P<0.05, **P<0.01,
***
P<0.001 and ****P<0.0001.

(12 ng/µl, i.e. the maximum concentration used in the afore‑
mentioned cell viability assay) also decreased the viability
(>50%) of various BIRC5 + cancer cell lines including
MCF7, MCF7‑TamC3, MDA‑MB‑231 and MIA‑PaCa 2,
as compared with those treated with pL‑MNP‑pSur‑Emp
(Fig. S3C). Of note, despite high levels of localization
(and internalization) of the nanoparticles on cells, neither

pL‑MNP‑pSur‑Emp nor pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a exhibited any
inhibitory effects on the viability of HMEC‑1 cells in vitro
(Fig. 3C). In addition, pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a, even at high
concentrations (i.e. at 8 and 12 ng/µl), did not increase
the expression of miR‑125a‑5p in HMEC‑1 cells, further
confirming that pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a is inactivated in BIRC5
non‑expressing cells as designated (Fig. 3C).
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Table II. pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a exhibits anti‑proliferative activity against various types of cancer cells regardless of the expression
of ABCB1.
Cell line

HMEC‑1

KB

KB‑TAX50

NTUB1

NTU0.017

Tissue type
Microvascular endothelial	Cervical cancer	Cervical cancer
Bladder cancer
Bladder cancer
Drug resistance
N/A
‑
Paclitaxel
‑
Paclitaxel
			Vincristine		Vincristine
			YM155		YM155
ABCB1 status
Negative
Negative
Positive
Negative
Positive
pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a
>12 (unable to determine)
2.8±0.5
3.6±1.3
7.2±0.6
8.6±0.4
(IC50, ng/µl)					

Figure 4. pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a affects the migration and invasion ability of cancer cells. (A) NTUB1 and NTU0.017 cells were treated with or without the
same amount of pL‑MNP‑pSur‑Emp and pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a for various durations. Rate of cell migration was determined using the wound‑healing assay.
(B) NTUB1 cells were treated with the same amount of pL‑MNP‑pSur‑Emp and pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a for 20 h. Rate of cell invasion was determined using the
Transwell invasion assay. *P<0.05 and **P<0.01.
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Figure 5. pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a suppresses tumor growth in human cancer xenograft zebrafish models. (A and B) PKH67‑stained KB, KB‑TAX50 and
MDA‑MB‑231 cells were transplanted to 48 hpf zebrafish embryos (n=24). Then, zebrafish embryos were treated with saline, or the indicated concentrations
of pL‑MNP‑pSur‑Emp and pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a for 48 h. Tumor size and body length were measured every 12 h by immunofluorescence microscopy. **P<0.05,
***
P<0.001 and ****P<0.0001 vs. pL‑MNP‑pSur‑Emp (at the same concentration). N.S., no significance.
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Figure 6. pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a does not affect the development of liver in the zebrafish model. 48 hpf transgenic zebrafish (fabp10a:mCherry) embryos were
treated with saline, pL‑MNP‑pSur‑Emp, or pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a for 48 h. The liver size of zebrafish embryos was observed by the immunofluorescence
microscopy after 48 h post‑treatment. **P<0.05 and ***P<0.001.

Upregulation of BIRC5 and SP1 promotes cancer cells
migration, invasion, and tumor metastasis (51). Notably, CDH1
downregulation is frequently observed in cancer cells under‑
going EMT and pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a increased the expression
of CDH1 in KB cells (Fig. 3A). In the present study, despite
the migration rate of NTUB1 and NTU0.017 cells under
culturing conditions being slightly different, results of the
wound‑healing assay showed that pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a at
a low cytotoxic concentration (i.e. 0.5 x IC50) reduced the
migration of both NTUB1and NTU0.017 cells (Fig. 4A). As
NTUB1 is not suitable for use in the cell invasion assay, the
potential effects of pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a on cell invasion were
examined in NTU0.017 cells. In the present study, 0.5xIC50
pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a also decreased the invasiveness of
NTU0.017 cancer cells in vitro (Fig. 4B).
pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a exhibits antitumor formation effects
in vivo. The anticancer efficacy of pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a was
assessed in zebrafish, which is a xenograft model widely
used for studies of tumor development and preclinical testing
of anticancer drugs (52‑54). The PKH67‑stained (green

fluorescent) KB and KB‑TAX50 cancer cells were micro‑
injected into the yolk sac of zebrafish embryos. As revealed
in Fig. 5, pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a reduced the size of the KB,
KB‑TAX50 and MDA‑MB‑231 xenograft tumors in zebrafish.
By contrast, neither saline nor pL‑MNP‑pSur‑Emp showed
any inhibitory effects on the growth of tumors (Fig. 5A and B).
Notably, pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a was well‑tolerated at the exam‑
ined concentrations with no signs of severe toxicity in the KB,
KB‑TAX50 and MDA‑MB‑231 xenograft tumor models as the
overall body length of zebrafish was similar (i.e. changes were
insignificant) between the treatment and the control groups
(i.e. saline and pL‑MNP‑pSur‑Emp) (Fig. 5A and B).
The possible hepatotoxicity effect of pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a
was also examined in zebrafish, as it is an in vivo model
commonly used to study drug‑induced liver injury (55,56).
Decreased liver size is a sign of liver damage. In the present
study, pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a did not show any negative‑effects
on the size of the liver at most examined concentrations
(except for 10 and 640 ng/µl, with slightly increased liver size),
suggesting that the use of pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a may not induce
liver damage during the treatment (Fig. 6).
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Figure 7. Structure and functions of pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a. Molecular and cellular effects of pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a in BIRC5+ cancer cells and in BIRC5‑ noncan‑
cerous cells.

Discussion
In the present study, pL‑MNP was successfully utilized
as a transfection agent and the high gene expression
efficiency of DNA‑loaded pL‑MNP (pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a)
in BIRC5‑expressing cancer cells was demonstrated. In
this DNA‑carried system, DNA was adsorbed on pL‑MNP
by strong electrostatic interactions and it could be released
from pL‑MNP by protonation of the phosphate group in
DNA under acidic conditions (Fig. 7). During the produc‑
tion of pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a from pL‑MNP, the increased
hydrodynamic diameter (from ~289 to ~327 nm) and the
charge transformation (from positive to negative charge)
of zeta potential indicated the successful adsorption of
pSur‑125a on pL‑MNP. Moreover, a high degree of overlap
between the two chemical elements, phosphorus and iron, in
pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a as shown by the elemental distribution
maps also suggests that pSur‑125a was successfully adsorbed
onto pL‑MNP.
Functionally, pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a exhibits poly‑pharma‑
cological properties as it downregulates the expression of
various cancer‑related molecules (HDAC5, ERBB2, BIRC5
and SP1) and induces cell death in BIRC5+ cancer cells
(Fig. 7). It was previously identified that HDAC5 negatively
regulates the expression of miR‑125a‑5p in cancer cells (15).
Notably, in the present study, it was found that miR‑125a‑5p
negatively regulates the expression of HDAC5. Co‑incubation

with the BIRC5 expression‑suppressant (through the binding
on the BIRC5 gene promotor region), YM155, only partially
suppressed the increased‑expression of miR‑125a‑5p in
cells transfected with pSur‑125a. The use of YM155 at
low concentration (i.e. sublethal concentration) in the
experiment may be one of the reasons behind the incomplete
suppression of the increased‑expression of miR‑125a‑5p in
the pSur‑125a‑transfected cells. It is also possible that the
increased amount of miR‑125a‑5p transcripts present in
the pSur‑125a‑transfected cells was not solely caused by
the BIRC5 promotor‑driven miR‑125a‑5p expressing func‑
tion of pSur‑125a but also partly caused by the decreased
expression of HDAC5 (induced by the pSur‑125a‑expressing
miR‑125a‑5p), leading to the increased expression of the
endogenous miR‑125a‑5p in cells (i.e. activating the endog‑
enous feedback loop between HDAC5 and miR‑125a‑5p).
Although the expression of the well‑known anti‑apoptotic
molecule, B‑cell lymphoma 2 (BCL2), was not examined in
the pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a‑treated cancer cells in the present
study, it was demonstrated in a previous study that ectopic
overexpression of miR‑125a‑5p decreases the expression of
BCL2 in MCF7, MCF7‑TamC3 and SK‑BR‑3 breast cancer
cells (15). As BCL2 mRNA contains a putative miR‑125a‑5p
binding site in the 3' untranslated region (position 2419‑2426
of BCL2 3'UTR), it is considered that pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a
should also downregulate the expression of BCL2 in various
BIRC5+ cancer cells.
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Two of the most important pharmacological features of
pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a are the following: i) this nanodrug is
designed to be activated primarily in tumors, but not in the
differentiated normal tissues, as BIRC5 is highly expressed in
cancer cells, but not in the differentiated normal cells, and ii)
the potency of this nanodrug is not affected by the expression
of the multidrug resistant protein ABCB1 in cancer cells. Drug
resistance is known to be a major clinical problem in cancer
treatment. Upregulation of a drug efflux transporter ABCB1
causes cancer cells to become refractory to various chemo‑
therapeutic, targeted therapeutic and hormonal drugs such
as paclitaxel (mitotic inhibitor), doxorubicin (topoisomerase
inhibitor), olaparib [poly ADP‑ribose polymerase inhibitor
(PARPi)], and tamoxifen [selective estrogen receptor modu‑
lator (SERM)] (57‑60). Besides ABCB1, upregulation of
BIRC5 is also known to promote multidrug resistance in
cancer cells. For example, Park et al demonstrated that over‑
expression of BIRC5 promotes vincristine (mitotic inhibitor)
resistance, whereas downregulation of BIRC5 increases the
sensitivity to vincristine in acute lymphoblastic leukemia
cells (61). It was previously demonstrated that dysregulation
of the HDAC5‑BIRC5‑signaling pathway contributes to the
development of both estrogen independence and hormone
therapy resistance in estrogen receptor‑positive (ER+) breast
cancer cells (15). Overexpression of HDAC5 has also been
shown to promote SOX9 deacetylation and nuclear translo‑
cation, contributing to tamoxifen resistance in ER+ breast
cancer (62). In the case of ERBB2, overexpression or hyperac‑
tivation of this EGFR family member has been demonstrated
to regulate the NRF2‑dependent transcriptional activation,
leading to the induction of antioxidant response and drug
resistance in cancer cells (63). The expression of ERBB2 and
the activation of its downstream signaling pathway is also
known to play an important role in the survival of ERBB2+
breast cancer (i.e. the HER2‑enriched subtype). On the other
hand, TDO2 plays a pivotal role in regulating the immune
microenvironment in tumors and overexpression of TDO2
promotes tumor immune evasion (64,65). Thus, various
efforts have been made to the development of HDAC5 (e.g.,
LMK‑235), BIRC5 (e.g., YM155, SPC3042), ERBB2 (e.g.,
Herceptin, Irbinitinib) and TDO2 (e.g., 680C91 and LM10)
modulators/inhibitors for cancer treatment and several
of them have reached clinical trials (30,31,35,45,48,66).
Not to mention that the anti‑ERBB2 monoclonal antibody,
Herceptin, is already being used clinically in treating
patients with ERBB2+ (i.e. HER2+) breast cancer. Given the
roles of BIRC5, ERBB2, HDAC5 and TDO2 in survival of
tumor cells, pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a is a promising nanodrug
that has potential for the management of various malig‑
nancies, particularly for patients with ABCB1‑related
multidrug resistance after prolonged chemotherapeutic
treatments. In addition, since miR‑125a‑5p modulates the
expression of various proteins, it will be interesting to
investigate in the future if pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a can also
modulate the expression of different major histocompat‑
ibility class I molecules, in which dysregulation of these
molecules is known to affect the effectiveness of anticancer
immunotherapy (67).
Large‑sized, DNA‑loaded, nanoparticles (hydrodynamic
diameter of 300‑600 nm) have been revealed to mediate a

higher transfection and gene expression efficiency in cells
as compared with the DNA‑loaded nanoparticles of smaller
size (<100 nm) (68,69). However, nanoparticles with a
hydrodynamic diameter of 100‑400 nm, particularly for
those with a diameter of less than 300 nm, have widely been
considered optimal for passive tumor targeting due to the
enhanced permeability and retention effect (70). In addition,
it has been demonstrated that nanoparticles of 100‑200 nm in
size can escape from recognition by the reticuloendothelial
system, which prolongs the half‑life of nanoparticles in blood
circulation (71). As revealed by the DLS results, the average
hydrodynamic diameter of pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a is ~360 nm.
Despite the fact that the size of pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a is
slightly larger than 300 nm, which may hamper the efficiency
of ‘tumor site‑penetration’, several studies showed that
nanoparticles with size larger than 300 nm still exhibit potent
anticancer effects in vivo. For example, Talekar et al (72)
demonstrated that the wild‑type TP53/p53 and miR‑125b
co‑expressing plasmid DNA‑loaded hyaluronic acid‑based
nanoparticles, in a size range of 200‑400 nm, were capable
of inhibiting tumor growth and inducing apoptosis in a
mouse model of lung cancer. In addition, a study showed that
co‑delivery of doxorubicin and the BIRC5 shRNA‑expressing
plasmid DNA by using mesoporous silica nanoparticles of
around 350 nm in size were potent in targeting cancer cells
in vitro and in vivo (73). It has also been demonstrated that
chemotherapeutic drugs loaded to iron oxide mesoporous
magnetic microparticles, with an average hydrodynamic
size of 765 nm, were capable of penetrating the deep tumor
cell layers of the dissected breast tumor tissues in culturing
conditions of oxygen, nutrient and energy gradients similar
to those found in vivo (74). Notably, fewer large‑sized
nanoparticles (i.e. 200‑400 nm in size) were shown to be
uptaken by macrophages than those of smaller size (75). As
BIRC5 was expressed in atherosclerotic macrophages, the
currently developed pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a nanoparticles in a
size range of 300‑400 nm may escape from being uptaken
by macrophages, thereby limiting the induction of the
unwanted immune responses (76). Further in vivo studies
(e.g., by using genetically engineered mice) are needed to
determine if pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a, at the current size, remains
functional in targeting BIRC5+ tumors in a more complex
tumor environment.
In conclusion, a poly‑pharmacological nanoparticle
pL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a has been successfully produced and
demonstrated to exert biological activity in eliminating
BIRC5‑expressing cancer cells, regardless of the tissue
origins and the expression of the multidrug efflux pump
ABCB1. PL‑MNP‑pSur‑125a is a promising anticancer nano‑
drug that has the potential for the management of various
malignancies, particularly for patients with ABCB1‑related
drug resistance after prolonged chemotherapeutic treat‑
ments.
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